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Britain set to sign free-trade agreement with Turkey Borzou Daragahi 27 dicembre 

EU to spend hundreds of millions more on refugees in Turkey  22 dicembre 

Turkey, Iraq agree to cooperate against extremist groups  18 dicembre 

Erdogan: US aims to stymie growing Turkish defense industry   17 dicembre 

Trump administration hits Nato ally Turkey with sanctions 

over purchase of Russian missile defence system 
Borzou Daragahi 15 dicembre 

Turkey announces 4-day curfew over New Year's to fight virus  15 dicembre 

Iran summons Turkish ambassador over Erdogan remarks in 

Baku 
 12 dicembre 

EU leaders weigh sanctions over Turkey's Med drilling work  9 dicembre 

Turkey's Erdogan brushes off EU sanctions threat  8 dicembre 

UN: 20,000 foreign fighters in Libya are a 'serious crisis' Libya   2 dicembre 

EU border chief faces grilling over migrant pushback claims 

EU 
 1 dicembre 

Turkish Cypriot leader wants new direction for Cyprus talks 

deal 
 1 dicembre 

Turkey announces weeknight and weekend curfews to curb 

virus 
 30 novembre 

A Biden administration holds a very different future for US-

Turkey 
Sebnem Arsu 26 novembre 

Pilots, civilians given life terms over Turkey's 2016 coup  26 novembre 

Erdogan says Turkey's place is in Europe before EU summit 

Europe 
 21 novembre 

Cyprus, Greece, Egypt to Turkey: drop the rancor, join us  22 ottobre 

Nagorno-Karabakh fighting continues despite truce efforts  21 ottobre 

Greece finalizes plan to build wall on border with Turkey  20 ottobre 

Turkish Cypriots pick leader as stakes soar in Mediterranean  18 ottobre 

Reports: Turkey tests Russian-made S-400 defense system  17 ottobre 

EU leaders hit out at Turkey's 'provocations' in the Med  17 ottobre 

EU lashes out at Turkey over rule of law, rights, freedoms  5 ottobre 

Saudi business leader urges boycott of 'hostile' Turkey M. Rashad, 4 ottobre 
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Turkey crackdown on Kurdish opposition party | The 

Independent 
 27 settembre 

Turkey slams US speaker over remarks on Trump, Erdogan  27 settembre 

Turkey is the biggest threat to Europe today, and the Greeks 

need our help 
Denis Macshane 23 settembre 

Turkey and Greece tensions threaten to trigger conflict 

nobody wants 
Borzou Daragahi 8 settembre 

Turkey and Greece in talks to limit risk of conflict in eastern ... Suzan Fraser 6 settembre 

Russia to hold live-fire naval drills in eastern 

Mediterranean, Turkey ... 
 5 settembre 

Gunboat diplomacy won't solve Greece and Turkey's feud in 

the ... 
Ahmed Aboudouh 5 settembre 

Turkey to hold military drill off Cyprus as tensions rise with 

Greece ... 
Dominic Evans 28 agosto 

Erdogan: Turkey has restarted drilling in East Mediterranean 

amid ... 
Ali Kucukgocmen 

Nevzat Devranoglu 
6 agosto 

Turkey tightens grip on freedom of expression with new 

social media ... 
Borzou Daragahi 28 luglio 

Turkey criticises Greek hostility to Islamic prayers in Hagia 

Sophia ... 
Daren Butler 24 luglio 

'Too late to stop': Egypt and Turkey ramp up Libya war 

preparations ... 
Borzou Daragahi 23 luglio 

Turkey's illicit arms deliveries to Libya are more brazen than 

ever ... 
Borzou Daragahi 9 luglio 

Istanbul's iconic Hagia Sophia to be turned back into mosque  Borzou Daragahi 9 luglio 

Syrian families in Turkey marrying off ‘underage daughters for 

money amid coronavirus crisis’, campaigners warn 
Maya Oppeheim 6 luglio 

France's support for Libya's Haftar is finally coming home to 

roost 
Borzou Daragahi 30 giugno 

Egypt's military threats add another dangerous layer to the 

war in Libya 
Ahmed Aboudouh 24 giugno 

'A declaration of war': Egypt's threat to enter Libya conflict 

risks regional clash with Turkey 
Borzou Daragahi 21 giugno 

Keeping Turkey's forces occupied aboard has a number of 

advantages for Erdogan 
Ahmed Aboudouh 16 giugno 

Libya: 30 migrants killed  in revenge attack by family of 

murdered smuggler 
Borzou Daragahi 30 maggio 

The citizens of Libya are suffering – all sides have to take the 

blame for this bloody stalemate 
Ahmed Aboudouh 27 maggio 
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Turkey to allow mosques to reopen for socially distanced 

prayers 
Kate Ng 22 maggio 

'No end in sight’ for Libya war after Turkey’s intervention 

corners rebel warlord 
Borzou Daragahi 14 maggio 

Coronavirus: Turkey unveils plan to revive tourism with health 

and hygiene certificates 
Borzou Daragahi 9 maggio 

The Middle East is on the cusp of a new era. Reconciliation 

between Saudi Arabia and Qatar could be part of that 
Ahmed Aboudouh 7 maggio 

Coronavirus: PPE supplies from Turkey ‘only enough to last a 

few hours,’ report says 
Ashley Cowburn 21 aprile 

Trump, Erdogan, Modi, Orban, Bolsonaro – populist 

nationalists have met their match in the coronavirus 
Patrick Borzou 

Daragahi Cockburn 
18 aprile 

Coronavirus: Turkey to free thousands of convicted criminals 

but keep journalists behind bars 
 13 aprile 

'It’s going to be a death sentence’: Refugee camps and the 

coronavirus catastrophe waiting to happen 
Samuel Lovett 10 aprile 

Coronavirus: Turkey hopes to become first country to 

distribute free masks to entire nation 
Borzou Daragahi 6 aprile 

Turkey for Syrians – a home or a stepping stone?  4 aprile 

Turkey is about to release thousands of prisoners to combat 

Covid-19 
Sebnem Arsu 3 aprile 

Refugees forced to sleep on streets in Turkey as coronavirus 

outbreak sees collapse of aid 
Borzou Daragahi 31 marzo 

Libya war left unimpeded by coronavirus outbreak Borzou Daragahi 25 marzo 

Coronavirus: Istanbul residents clap and cheer Turkey's 

healthcare workers 
Peter Stubley 21 marzo 

Greece and the EU have lost control of the situation on the 

border with Turkey – and it will have deadly consequences 
Yiannis Baboulias 8 marzo 

Bombs from all sides and jets overhead: Inside Idlib, Syria’s 

final war frontier 
Borzou Daragahi 5 marzo 

EU chief praises Greece as 'shield' of Europe after police 

attack refugees at border 
Jon Stone 2 marzo 

Syria crisis: Russia and Turkey tensions mount after military 

operation in Idlib 
Borzou Daragahi 29 febbraio 

Turkey says it has allowed more than 100,000 migrants and 

refugees across its border with Greece 
Peter Stubley 29 febbraio 

Turkey to open borders and let refugees into Europe, after 33 

soldiers killed by Syrian regime 
Bel Trew 27 febbraio 

Syria news: Turkey and Russia tensions spike after Erdogan's 

political brinkmanship backfires 
Michael Daventry 27 febbraio 

Turtkey to abolish visas for UK visitors from next month Simon Colder 19 febbraio 
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Europe’s influence 
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Western leaders have disregarded Libya for years – these 

peace talks are too little, too late 
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There are dark geopolitical motives behind the Cyprus rape 

case 
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Whatever Putin wants: Russia emerges as Libya powerbroker 

after assembling breakthrough talks 
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Turkey sends troops and electronic warfare tools to Libya in 

challenge to rogue general and UAE 
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Trump will come last in the big Mediterranean gas race if 

Turkey and Russia get their way in Libya 
Ahmed Aboudouh 27 dicembre 

By sending troops to Libya, Erdogan is risking a major 

Mediterranean conflict 
Ahmed Aboudouh 16 dicembre 

Turkey threatens to veto Nato plans unless the Syria Kurd 

militia is labelled ‘a threat’ 
Borzou Daragahi 21 dicembre 

Turkey ‘bans cyanide’ after spate of mass suicides linked to 

poverty 
Borzou Daragahi 21 novembre 

Turkey deports Isis suspect to UK Borzou Daragahi 14 novembre 

Turkey captures former Isis leader al-Baghdadi's wife, 

Erdogan says 
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Echoing Trump, Turkey says it will send Isis prisoners to 

home countries 
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The killing of ISIS lkeader Baghdadi does not solve all 

problems for the west 
Patrick Cockburn 27 ottobre 

Turkey’s Erdogan threatens to send millions of refugies to 

Europe ... 
Chris Baynes 25 ottobre 

US set to send troops and tanks to guard syrian oil fields 

despite Trump vow to ‘bring soldiers home’ 
Bel Trew 24 ottobre 

Syrians on both sides of divisive war fearful of Turkey-Russia 

deal: ‘The price is our lives’ 
Bel Trew 23 ottobre 

European leftists are rejecting the Kurds over their reliance 

on the US. It is just another disgusting betrayal 
Slavoy Zisek 21 ottobre 

Erdogan wanted war in Syria to bring stability to Turkey – it 

may bring instability to both 
Borzou Daragahi 18 ottobre 
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'Language of ethnic cleansing’ to describe Turkey’s Syria 

offensive 
Jon Sharman 17 ottobre 

Turkey ‘effectively holding 50 US nuclear bombs hostage’ at 

air base amid Syria invasion 
Vincent Wood 15 ottobre 

Trump sanctions Turkey and Threatens to “swiftly destroy” 

their  economy... 
Clark Mindoc 13 ottobre 

How Turkey hopes to kill kurdish self-rule with a short, cheap 

war 
Borzou Daragahi 

 
11 ottobre 

Trump says US will withdraw troops from Syria border to clear 

way for Turkish operation against Kurds… 
Borzou Daragahi 

Richard Hall 
7 ottobre 

Iran has a plan B thanks to China and Russia – and it just 

might thwart the Trump administration 
Borzou Daragahi 28 settembre 

Erdogan’s onetime righthand man bolts amid cracks in 

Turkey’s ruling party 
Borzou Daragahi 12 settembre 

Turkey’s Erdogan hints wants nuclear weapons Borzou Daragahi 4 settembre 

Desperate Syrians storm Turkish border post in protest over 

Assad offensive 
Borzou Daragahi 29 agosto 

Syrians in Turkey are being treated badly – but so are the 

Turkish people 
Borzou Daragahi 27 agosto 

As Assad pushes to take Idlib, what will happen next?   23 agosto 

Removal of Kurdish mayors prompts fears of wider 
crackdown on Turkey’s opposition 

Borzou Daragahi 20 agosto 

US officials try to prevent Turkish military operation against 
Kurdish allies in Syria 

Richard Hall 5 agosto 

Russia’s affair with Turkey has been blossoming for decades 
– why has it taken the west so long to pay attention? Borzou Daragahi 3 agosto 

Middle east explained: syrian refugees in Turkey  1 agosto 

Trump’s response to mTurkey and Russia’s air defence deal 
is a nightmare for the US 

Ahmed Aboudouh 17 luglio 

Turkey considering ‘alternatives’ to US fighter jet amid 
Russian offer 

Borzou Daragahi 17 luglio 

Turkey's Erdogan says people are paying 'serious money' to 
bury Jamal Khashoggi's murder 

Tim Wyatt 30 giugno 

Imamoglu’s victory has changed turkish politics for good. But 
does this mean the end of Erdogan? 

Alpaslam Ozerdem 25 giugno 

Istanbul election loss a ‘wake-up call’ for Erdogan’s ruling 
party 

Borzou Daragahi 25 giugno 

Istanbul votes in closely watched re-run of mayoral election 
seen as democratic test for Erdogan's party 

Sebnem Arsu 24 giugno 

Turkey mayor election: Erdogan’s party faces massive loss in 
Kurdish vote 

Borzou Daragahi 23 giugno 

US is “disturbing” peace and quiet of Middle East,  Erdogan 
says  

Borzou Daragahi 22 giugno 
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Don't be blinded by Syria – Putin's recent foreign policy 
moves show he's more interested in peace than war 

Mary Dajevky  19 settembre 

‘Expect the worst’: Russia-Turkey deal over military buffer 
zone in Syria's Idlib met with scepticism 

Borzu Daragahi  17 settembre 

Turkey's Central Bank raises key interest rate in show of 
defiance against Erdogan 

Borzu Daragahi  13 settembre 

Erdogan's legacy construction projects stall amid Turkish 
financial crisis 

Borzu Daragahi 7 settembre 

Syrian rebels hope Turkey will intervene with Russia to 
prevent all-out government offensive on final stronghold in 
Idlib 

Samuel Osborne  5 settembre 

Shots fired at US Embassy in Turkey Colin Drury  19 agosto 

Andrew Brunson: Why has Turkey detained Christian pastor 
at centre of diplomatic crisis with US?  

Ezgi Erkoyun  19 agosto 

Turkey president says US has launched 'attempted economic 
coup' as currency reels 

Colin Drury  18 agosto 

Turkish lira recovery at risk after Donald Trump threatens 
sanctions 

Caitlin Morrison  17 agosto 

A US trade war with Turkey over a little known pastor? Don't 
believe a word of it 

Robert Fisk  15 agosto 

The Turkey-Erdogan crisis is the first geopolitical disaster in a 
while that isn't actually Trump's fault 

Kim Sengupta 14 agosto 

Trump is gambling with America’s security and pushing 
Turkey into Putin’s embrace 

Editorial  13 agosto 

Indian rupee drops to all-time low against dollar as Turkish 
crisis hits emerging markets 

Caitlin Morrison  13 agosto 

Why the Federal Reserve is as much to blame for Turkey’s 
economic crisis as Donald Trump 

Ann Pettifor  12 agosto 

Trump doubles steel and aluminium tariffs on Turkey amid 
row over detained US pastor 

Andrew Buncombe  10 agosto 

'Spirit of Hitler' has emerged in Israel after new nation state 
law, says Turkey president Erdogan 

Bethan McKernan  24 luglio 

Turkey has stopped registering Syrian refugees, say human 
rights group  

Bethan McKernan  16 luglio 

Turkey suddenly sacks 18,000 officials in emergency decree, 
days before Erdogan is sworn in again 

Alina Polianskaya  8 luglio 

Istanbul Pride: Eleven arrested as march goes ahead despite 
official ban 

Bethan McKernan  2 luglio 

Erdogan hails new era for Turkey as opposition vows to fight 
'one-man rule' 

Kim Sengupta 25 giugno 

Erdogan’s re-election is worrying news for journalists – but 
his actions are part of a wider trend 

Editorial  25 giugno 

What powers will Turkey's Erdogan have at his disposal after 
winning re-election as president?  

Attha Busby  25 giugno 

Erdogan's return to office looks like the beginning of the end 
for democracy in Turkey 

Will Gore 25 giugno 
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Turkey elections: Voters hopeful for change on pivotal polling 
day for country’s future 

Kim Sengupta 24 giugno 

Turkey election: As Selahattin Demirtas runs for presidency 
from jail, Kurdish voters could still hold key to vote 

Kim Sengupta  22 giugno 

As a Turkish person living in Britain, I don't like the western 
double standard around our democracy 

Kubra Ozturk  21 giugno 

How Turkey's currency turmoil and the uncertainty of the 
upcoming elections could affect its struggling economy 

Gulcin Ozkan  10 giugno 

Uber 'finished' in Turkey, Erdogan says as president moves to 
ban taxi hailing app 

 2 giugno 

Popular Turkish rapper Ezhel arrested over lyrics 'promoting 
drug use' 

Roisin O’Connor  25 maggio 

Turkish-Israeli diplomatic spat over Gaza descends into tit for 
tat media 'hazing' 

Shehab Khan  16 maggio 

Turkish President Erdogan says ‘history will judge’ US 
decision to move Israeli embassy 

Ashley Cowburn  15 maggio 

German football federation criticises Mesut Ozil and Ilkay 
Gundogan for posing with Turkish President Erdogan 

Luke Brown  15 maggio 

Turkish President accuses Israel of 'genocide' after 
Palestinian deaths on Gaza border 

Emily Shugerman  14 maggio 

Theresa May's rolling out the red carpet for Erdogan is 
repulsive, but then again our leaders are hardly much better 

Yas necati 13 maggio 

Germany set to ban arms sales to Saudi Arabia and Turkey 
amid fear of human rights abuses 

 28 aprile 

Political enemies in Armenia come together to mark massacre 
by Ottoman Turks 

Yuras Karmanau  24 aprile 

Turkey elections: Recep Tayyip Erdogan calls surprise early 
vote in June in bid to tighten grip on power 

Suzan Fraser  19 aprile 

Yazidis who suffered under Isis face forced conversion to 
Islam amid fresh persecution in Afrin 

Patrick Cockburn  18 aprile 

Research assistant shoots dead four staff at Osmangazi 
university in central Turkey 

Tom Embury Dennis  5 aprile 

US troops will remain in Syria despite Trump telling rally he 
‘wanted’ to bring them home 

Patrick Cockburn  4 aprile 

Turkish president Erdogan recites Islamic prayer at Hagia 
Sophia despite historic link to secularism 

 31 marzo 

Turkey warns France could become 'target' for supporting 
Kurdish militia in Syria 

Tuvan Gumrukcu  31 marzo 

Turkey still wants 'full membership' of EU, Erdogan says Tom Batchelor  26 marzo 

Syria: Turkish President threatens to launch wider offensive 
against Kurds after capturing Afrin 

Patrick Cockburn  19 marzo 

After my recent trip to Syria, I knew Afrin's fall was inevitable 
– now we must concern ourselves with the next phase of war 

Patrick Cockburn  18 marzo 

Syria: US-backed Kurds brace for dramatic escalation of 
Turkish invasion that could be bloodier than Aleppo, Raqqa or 
Eastern Ghouta 

Patrick Cockburn  7 marzo 
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In the small city of Manbij in Syria, we could see US and 
Turkish troops shooting at each other if tensions continue 

Patrick Cockburn  2 marzo 

I'm a human rights lawyer who travelled to Erdogan's Turkey 
to see his political opponent tried in court. This is what it's 
really like 

Stephen Knight  28 febbraio 

Turkey's Erdogan tells crying six-year-old child she would be 
honoured to die a martyr on live TV 

 27 febbraio 

Syrian civil war: regime forces come to Kurds' aid against 
Turkey in Afrin 

Brthan McKernan 20 febbraio 

Turkish President Erdogan offers US 'Ottoman slap' ahead of 
Rex Tillerson's visit to Turkey 

Bethan McKernan  15 febbraio 

Barin Kobani: Video of Kurdish female fighter's body prompts 
outrage 

Caroline Mortimer  4 febbraio 

Syrian forces make gains as Turkey continues spat with Nato 
ally France 

Philip Issa  1 febbraio 

Inside Afrin, the true victims of Turkey's invasion of northern 
Syria are revealed- refugees, babies, women and children 

Robert Fisk 28 gennaio 

Turkey-Kurdish conflict: British YPG volunteers head to front 
line as thousands flee Syrian war 

Bethan McKernan 24 gennaio 

By moving into Syria, Turkey is risking its own national 
security 

Editorial 23 gennaio 

Kurdish forces in Syria launch powerful counterattack to set 
up extended battle against Turkey 

Patrick Cockburn  22 gennaio 

Turkish troops enter Afrin in northern Syria as offensive 
against Kurds continues 

Caroline Mortimer 21 gennaio 

Turkey says it would reject any deal with EU other than full 
membership 

Jon Stone 19 gennaio 

The next Kurdish war is on the horizon – Turkey and Syria will 
never allow it to create a mini-state 

Robert Fisk 18 gennaio 

Turkey's Erdogan threatens to cut ties with US over jailing of 
banker 

Tom Embury Dennis  5 gennaio 

Turkey's highest religious body suggests children as young 
as nine could marry under Islamic law 

Ryan Butcher 4 gennaio 
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Turkey's religious institute 'issues fatwa stating man can 
divorce wife by saying he sees her as mother or daughter' 

Tom Embury-Dennis 28 dicembre 

Turkey suggests opening embassy to Palestine in East 
Jerusalem 

Lydia Smith 15 dicembre 

Turkey's President Erdogan tells Jerusalem summit Israel is 
an 'occupying' and 'terror' state 

 13 dicembre 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan: US recognising Jerusalem as Israel's 
capital makes it a partner in bloodshed 

Bethan McKernan 11 dicembre 

Turkey president Erdogan tells Trump declaring Jerusalem 
Israel's capital is a 'red line' for Muslims 

Samuel Osborne 5 dicembre 

As a Turkish person whose family fled to the UK from Cyprus, Yas Necati 30 novembre 
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I'm excited about Erdogan's visit to Greece 

Turkish businessman's Iran sanctions guilty plea opens door 
to cooperation in Robert Mueller's Michael Flynn investigation 

Calrk Mindock 28 novembre 

Brexit queues: Turkey warns of traffic chaos at borders as UK 
faces same trade rules 

Rob Merrick 27 novembre 

Trump told Recep Tayyip Erdogan US will no longer provide 
arms to Syrian Kurdish YPG militia, says Turkish foreign 
minister 

Susan Frazer  24 novembre 

Vladimir Putin’s diplomatic push in Middle East seals both 
Syria’s fate and diminishing role of the US in the region 

Bethan McKernan 23 novembre 

Turkey orders detention of 216 suspected dissidents under 
probe into 2016's attempted coup 

Daren Butler  
Tuvan Gumrukcu 

22 novembre 

Turkey bans all LGBT events in capital to 'protect public 
security' 

Samuel Osborne 
Chris Baynes  

19 novembre 

Nato apologises to Turkey after 'Erdogan and Ataturk 
depicted as enemies' in joint exercise 

Jon Sharman  17 novembre 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan ready to close Turkish border with Iraq 
in response to Kurdish tensions 

Tulay Karadeniz  19 ottobre 

The defeat of Isis in Raqqa will bring problems for the 
victorious Syrian Kurds 

Patrick Cockburn 16 ottobre 

Turkey bans US citizens after embassy suspends all visa 
services 

Helen Coffey 12 ottobre 

Turkish troops enter Syria in major operation to support anti-
Assad rebels 

Bethan McKernan 9 ottobre 

US partially suspends visa services in Turkey following 
diplomatic row 

Rachel Roberts  8 ottobre 

Only a partitioned island will bring the dispute between 
Turkish and Greek Cypriots to an end 

Jack Straw  1 ottobre 

Kurdish independence referendum: Turkish President Tayyip 
Erdogan says Kurds will 'pay the price' 

Dirimcan Barut  
Dominic Evans 

30 settembre 

The Kurdish referendum has shown a yearning for 
independence, but also the lack of strength to carry it out 

Patrick Cockburn 29 settembre 

Iraqi Kurds have again made statehood an international issue 
– but their isolation leaves them vulnerable 

Patrick Cockburn 26 settembre 

Kurdish referendum: Oil prices hit a two-year high on 
Turkey's threat to cut off pipeline 

Josie Cox 26 settembre 

Turkey's President Erdogan threatens to invade Iraq and cut 
off oil pipeline after Kurds vote for independence 

Harriet Agerholm 26 settembre 

As a Kurd, I can tell you why this independence referendum is 
so crucial 

Mohammed Ali 24 settembre 

This is why the West should support the Kurds in their quest 
for independence 

Matt Gillow 23 settembre 

Kurdish independence referendum: Turkey, Iran and Iraq unite 
in opposition to 'Kexit' vote 

Tuvan Gumrucku 
Tlualy Karadeniz 

22 settembre 

Nato's second biggest army just bought nearly £2bn of 
weapons from Russia 

Caroline Mortimer 12 settembre 
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Ironically, Erdogan has done exactly what the failed coup 
wanted to do in Turkey 

Pete Weatherby 7 settembre 

Turkey will never become EU member, says Angela Merkel 
Lucy Pasha-

Robinson 
3 settembre 

Turkey's Recep Tayyip Erdogan brands US indictment of 
bodyguards over Washington brawl 'a scandal' 

Tuvan Gumrukcu 1 settembre 

Germany warns Turkey it will never join EU while Erdogan 
remains in charge 

Joseph Nasr 24 agosto 

Iraqi Kurds to defy US in pressing ahead with independence 
referendum 

Mythili 
Sampathkumar  

14 agosto 

Fired Kurdish workers retaliate against Turks and open small 
businesses 

Tessa Fox 8 agosto 

Turkish President Erdogan calls on all Muslims to 'protect' 
Jerusalem holy site known as Temple Mount and Noble 
Sanctuary 

Bethan McKernan 25 luglio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s diplomatic tour of Gulf fails to ease 
Qatar tensions 

Bethan McKernan 24 luglio 

Germany issues travel warning for Turkey as Merkel escalates 
tensions over human rights abuses 

Kenza Bryan 21 luglio 

‘We will cut their heads off’: Erdogan vows bloody vengeance 
against plotters at huge rally to mark failed coup anniversary 

Kim Sengupta 16 luglio 

A year on from the coup, Erdogan is tightening his grip on 
power 

Editorial 16 luglio 

Erdogan celebrates ever-stronger grip on power as Turkey 
marks anniversary of failed coup 

Kim Sengupta 9 luglio 

Fethullah Gulen is facing extradition to Turkey by Donald 
Trump – so he should read up about his country 

Robert Kisk 13 luglio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Turkish President could face arrest in 
Sweden over 'genocide’ lawsuit 

Lucy Pasha-
Robinson 

11 luglio 

Thousands gather in Istanbul to protest against Turkish 
President following 'justice march' 

Rachel Roberts 9 luglio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan says 'Germany is committing suicide' 
by not allowing him to speak to German Turks 

Jon Sharman 5 luglio 

Muslim-majority countries where Donald Trump does 
business not included in travel ban 

Samuel Osborne 27 giugno 

Liberal mosque founder vows to keep it open despite 
Egyptian fatwa and death threats 

 26 giugno 

Istanbul Pride: Turkish riot police fire rubber bullets at LGBT 
marchers 

Chloe Farand 25 giugno 

Turkey rejects Saudi Arabia and allies' demands to shut down 
Qatar air base 

Adam Schreck 
Josh Lederman  

23 giugno 

Turkey to stop teaching evolution in secondary schools as 
part of new national curriculum 

Lizzie Dearden 23 giugno 

Turkish President's bodyguards to be charged after violent 
brawl with protesters on Washington visit 

Nicholas Fandos 15 giugno 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Turkish President says isolation of 
Qatar 'inhumane' and like the 'death penalty' 

David Dolan 
T. Gumrukcu 

13 giugno 
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Qatar crisis: Iran begins food aid flights into nation isolated 
by Arab neighbours 

Samuel Osborne 11 giugno 

Germany pulls troops and aircraft from Turkish airbases in 
row with Ankara 

Tom Batchelor 7 giugno 

Turkey condemns US for arming Kurds with weapons ahead 
of Raqqa assault 

Bethan McKernan 31 maggio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan tightens grip by extending state of 
emergency until Turkey achieves ‘welfare and peace’ 

Patrick Kingsley 22 maggio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan caught on video watching his guards 
beat up Kurdish protesters in Washington DC 

Bethan McKernan 19 maggio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Donald Trump clash over role of 
Kurds in fight against Isis 

Bethan McKernan 17 maggio 

Angela Merkel says Germany will withdraw all its soldiers 
from Turkey over refused visit 

Lucy Pasha-
Robinson 

15 maggio 

US still sees Kurdish group as ‘terrorist organisation’, says 
Turkish PM 

Kim Sengupta 12 maggio 

Donald Trump's decision to arm Kurdish fighters could have 
profound impact on Syria crisis 

Patrick Cockburn 10 maggio 

Donald Trump to arm Syrian Kurds against Isis despite 
Turkish opposition 

Andrew Buncombe 9 maggio 

World leaders from May to Trump to Erdogan are all 
promising to unite their countries while doing the exact 
opposite 

Patrick Cockburn 5 maggio 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan threatens to say 'goodbye' to the EU 
unless they move Turkey's accession forward 

Daren Butler  3 maggio 

Turkey blocks Wikipedia over 'refusal to delete articles 
alleging government terrorist links' 

Rachel Roberts  30 aprile 

US deploys troops to stop fighting in Syria- between two of its 
allies 

Matt Broomfield 29 aprile 

Turkey blocks Wikipedia without court order or explanation  29 aprile 

EU should suspend Turkey membership talks in light of 
constitutional changes, says top negotiator 

Gabriela Baczynska 27 aprile 

Turkey issues detention orders for 3,224 people over alleged 
links to failed military coup 

Samuel Osborne 26 aprile 

Turkey's relationship with EU has reached 'lowest point', says 
Turkish PM 

Samuel Osborne 25 aprile 

Donald Trump to meet with Turkey's President Erdogan in 
first official White House visit 

Max Benwell  20 aprile 

Donald Trump's decision to congratulate Erdogan on Turkish 
referendum win could point to something disturbing 

Mythili 
Sampathkumar  

20 aprile 

Turkish referendum: Up to 2.5 million votes could have been 
manipulated, says foreign observer 

Shadia Nasralla 
Andrea Shalal 

19 aprile 

Donald Trump criticised for congratulating Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan on winning Turkish referendum 

Samuel Osborne 18 aprile 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan to Turkish referendum critics: ‘talk to 
the hand’ 

Bethan McKernan 18 aprile 
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Turkey referendum further polarises an already traumatised 
country as Erdogan gains sweeping new powers 

Kim Sengupta 17 aprile 

EU observer in Turkey condemns referendum as 'neither fair 
nor free' 

Niamh McIntyre 17 aprile 

Under Erdogan, Turkey has receded from the democratic 
world 

Editorial 17 aprile 

Turkey’s No campaign is not going to take its defeat lying 
down 

M. S. Daventry 17 aprile 

Turkey votes in knife-edge referendum on making President 
Erdogan supremely powerful 

Niamh McIntyre 16 aprile 

Erdogan’s new powers will spark fears of creeping 
authoritarianism 

Chris Stevenson 16 aprile 

Strong early lead for 'Yes' vote in referendum to give Turkey's 
president supreme powers 

Harriet Agerholm 16 aprile 

Turkish referendum on a knife edge as polls put 'yes' vote 
slightly ahead 

Daren Butler 12 aprile 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan signs emergency decree on laser hair 
removal to win votes in Turkish referendum 

Bethan McKernan 11 aprile 

The upcoming Turkish referendum could end what little 
democracy is left in the country 

Patrick Cockburn 8 aprile 

Germany opens investigation into Turkish group accused of 
spying on Erdogan opponents in 35 countries 

Lizzie Dearden 1 aprile 

Turkish court bans travel website Booking.com Mike Corder 30 marzo 

Turkey ends 'Euphrates Shield' military operation in Syria, PM 
says 

Samuel Osborne 29 marzo 

New poll suggests Turkish President Erdogan will lose 
referendum on executive powers by knife edge 

Bethan McKernan 28 marzo 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Turkey could end decades-long EU 
bid because we are ‘no one’s whipping boy’ 

Bethan McKernan  27 marzo 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Turkey to ‘review ties’ with EU 
following April referendum 

Samuel Osborne 24 marzo 

Turkey's Erdogan warns Europeans 'will not walk safely on 
the streets' if diplomatic row continues 

Samuel Osborne 22 marzo 

The extremely offensive stereotype map of Europe 'according 
to Turkey' 

Joe Vesey-Byarne  20 marzo 

When the Turkish foreign minister says 'holy wars will soon 
begin in Europe', he has a point 

Sean O’Grady  16 marzo 

Turkey halts all high-level talks with Dutch officials as 
Erdogan imposes sanctions in escalating diplomatic crisis 

Tom Batchelor 13 marzo 

Bashar al-Assad says he is open to cooperation with Donald 
Trump over ‘promising’ Syria policies 

Lizzie Dearden  11 marzo 

Vladimir Putin hails the 'efficient and close' ties between 
Russia and Turkey 

Harriet Agerholm  10 marzo 

Turkey considers relaxing rules on hair in armed forces, 
sparking concerns over creeping Islamisation of military 

Kim Sengupta 6 marzo 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan: Turkish President threatens to 'stir up Samuel Osborne 6 marzo 
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Isis defeat in northern Syria opens deadly new phase in civil 
war as rebel groups turn on each other 

Lizzie Dearden 3 marzo 

Victory over Isis in Mosul could mean defeat in Syria's Deir 
Ezzor 250 miles west 

Robert Fisk 20 febbraio 

Angela Merkel demands Turkey treats detained German 
journalist fairly amid ongoing crackdown 

Lizzie Dearden 18 febbraio 

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan approves bill that 
will give him unprecedented executive powers 

Bethan McKernan 10 febbraio 

US and Turkey to 'work together' to fight Isis in Syria B. McKernan 8 febbraio 

Alexander Dugin- The one Russian linking Donald Trump, 
Vladimir Putin and Recep Tayyip Erdogan 

Henry Meyer 
Onur Ant 

3 febbraio 

It makes sense for Theresa May to cosy up to Turkey's 
authoritarian ruler Erdogan 

John Rentoul 28 gennaio 

Theresa May’s visit to Turkey is more evidence of her 
desperate search for trading partners to replace the EU at any 
cost 

Patrick Cockburn 27 gennaio 

Turkey angered as Greece blocks extradition of soldiers over 
coup attempt 

Constantinos 
Georgizas 

26 gennaio 

Turkey faces long and difficult fight against Isis in Syria P. Cockburn 25 gennaio 

Syria peace talks begin in Kazakhstan with Russia taking 
centre stage 

Patrick Cockburn 23 gennaio 

Turkey constitutional changes: what are they, how did they 
come about and how are they different?  

Dominique Soguel 21 gennaio 

‘Planned opposition purge’ by Erdogan was catalyst for 
Turkey’s military coup, spies say 

Bethan McKernan 18 gennaio 

Donald Trump's presidency is golden opportunity for Turkey, 
claims Recep Tayyip Erdogan 

Tom Batchelor 9 gennaio 

Why the Istanbul attack should be read as a declaration of war 
by Isis 

Kim Sengupta 2 gennaio 

Another crackdown on civil liberties won't steer Erdogan's 
troubled Turkey towards peace 

Editorial 1 gennaio 

   

Nei mesi di maggio e giugno l’ aggiornamento  è stato fatto dalla classe 3N 
del Liceo Scientifico Nomentano nell’ambito del progetto di alternanza scuola 
lavoro  
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Turkey and Russia will implement Syria ceasefire 'before New 
Year' 

Peter Walker 29 dicembre 

Turkey puts dozens of people on trial for first time since failed 
plot to overthrow President Erdogan 

 27 dicembre 

Turkish prosecutors ask why Russian ambassador assassin 
was not captured alive 

Samuel Osborne 21 dicembre 

Andrey Karlov dead: The former Russian ambassador to 
North Korea who was fatally shot in Turkey 

Maya Oppenheim 20 dicembre 

Russian ambassador assassination ‘won’t derail’ planned 
Syria talks in Moscow 

Bethan McKernan  19 dicembre 
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The Away Days: Indie band reveal 'desperate atmosphere' in 
Erdogan's Turkey 
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Turkish bus in Kayseri hit by explosion leaving 13 soldiers 
dead 
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Turkey: 235 people arrested over 'Kurdish militant 
propaganda', Turkish Interior Ministry says 

Shehab Khan 12 dicembre 

Turkey's EU membership talks 'must be stopped'  12 dicembre 

Turkey submits bill to expand power of President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan 

Shehab Khan 11 dicembre 

Greek court rules against extraditing Turkish soldiers as 
tensions between the two countries mount 

Donato Paolo 
Mancini  
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Understanding the Syrian conflict 
Samuel Osborne 

Kim Sengupta 
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Turkey poised to send 3,000 refugees to Greece every day, 
intelligence officials warn 

Caroline Mortimer  28 novembre 

Threats between Erdogan and the European Union ring hollow 
– they need each other 

Patrick Cockburn 27 novembre 

European Parliament votes to block Turkey's attempts to join 
EU 

B. McKernan 24 novembre 

MEPs urge the EU to suspend membership talks with Turkey Shehab Khan 23 novembre 

Trump, Putin and Erdogan a 'ring of autocrats' trying to 
destroy Europe, says EU's chief Brexit negotiator 

Shehab Khan  22 novembre 

Turkey could put EU talks to a referendum next year, says 
Erdogan 

Harriet Agerholm 14 novembre 

Head of Turkish opposition newspaper Cumhuriyet arrested 
following 'terrorist probe' 

Rachael Pells 11 novembre 

EU says Turkey loses way on road to membership since failed 
coup 

Suzan Frazer  9 novembre 

Turkey's President Erdogan attacks US-led plans to work with 
Syrian Kurds to clear Raqqa of Isis 

Bethan McKernan  8 novembre 

Turkey's President Erdogan: I don't care if they call me a 
dictator 

 7 novembre 

Deadly blast rocks Turkish city of Diyarbakir after 'Kurdish 
Obama' detained 

Charlotte England  4 novembre 

Iraq ‘ready for war’ with Turkey over who should control 
Mosul after Isis 

Patrick Cockburn 2 novembre 

Turkish authorities shut down first Kurdish all-female news 
agency 

Alexandra Sims 1 novembre 

Detainees 'beaten, sexually abused and threatened with rape' 
after Turkey coup, Human Rights Watch claims 

Samuel Osborne 25 ottobre 

Rift between Turkey and Iraq grows as Ankara threatens to 
put boots on the ground in battle against Isis 

Bethan McKernan  25 ottobre 

Turkey ‘kills 200 US-backed Kurdish militia fighters in Syria’ B. McKernan  20 ottobre 

Turkey’s Erdogan looks for new constitutional powers in 
renewed bid to become ‘executive president’ 

Samuel Osborne 18 ottobre 
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A quarter century after I was arrested by Turkish police, 
things have only got worse for Kurdistan 

Robert Fisk  13 ottobre 

This is what it feels like to be an ordinary Kurd caught in the 
tragedy of Turkey’s turmoil 
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Turkey’s President Erdogan tells Iraqi leader to ‘know his 
place’ over diplomatic spat 
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PKK? The answer lies in the tale of the failed coup 
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mirror to Syria 
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Putin and Erdogan to meet in Istanbul to discuss energy 
issues – but Syria will be the real talking point 

Kim Sengupta 9 ottobre 

Walking the streets of Istanbul, Erdogan's crackdown lingers 
heavy in the air 
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Iraqi PM warns Turkey of ‘regional war’ as countries withdraw 
ambassadors in growing row 
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Turkey's military count heavy cost of Erdogan’s purge as it 
goes deeper into Syria in controversial mission 
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Turkey: Fethullah Gulen's brother arrested in Erdogan's 
ongoing crackdown after coup 
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Boris country’s bid to join EU Johnson wants ‘jumbo trade 
deal’ between UK and Turkey as he signals support for 
country’s bid to join EU 
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Boris Johnson keeps getting openly mocked by European 
diplomats 
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Turkey's President Erdogan demands global action against 
exiled rival Fethullah Gulen 
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Turkey makes official request to US for arrest of cleric blamed 
for orchestrating failed coup 

Lizzie Dearden 13 settembre 

Turkey will never allow 'artificial state' in northern Syria, says 
country's prime minister 

Hamdi Istanbullu 4 settembre 

Turkey releases almost 34,000 prisoners 'to make space for 
more coup plotters' 
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Turkey accuses Germany of 'cultural racism' over comments 
about country joining EU 

Samule Osborne 31 agosto 

US urges Turkey and Syrian factions to fight together against 
Isis 
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Turkey's President Erdogan says he is prepared to bring back 
the death penalty 
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Turkey approves hijab as part of official police uniform Alexandra Sims 28 agosto 

Turkey could be overplaying its hand with Syria ground 
offensive as civil war reaches crucial point 

Patrick Cockburn 26 agosto 

Syria war: More than 20 Turkish tanks cross border as 
Jarablus in second day of offensive against Isis and Kurds 
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Turkey’s foray into Syria to take on Isis is a gamble in a very 
dangerous game 
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Turkey coup attempt: UN warns Erdogan government purges 
could violate international law after 40,000 detained 

Lizzie Dearden 19 agosto 

The Shias are winning in the Middle East – and it's all thanks 
to Russia 

Robert Fisk  18 agosto 

Turkey says it will abandon deal stemming flow of refugees if 
it doesn’t get EU visa freedom in October 

Loulla-Mae 
Eleftheriou 
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Turkey coup: Erdogan crackdown causes diplomats to flee 
country 

Harriet Agerholm  11 agosto 

Erdogan’s meeting with Putin will tell us what the future holds 
for Syria 

Robert Fisk 9 agosto 

Turkey coup attempt: Huge crowds gather in Istanbul for 
historic anti-coup rally 

Alexandra Sims 7 agosto 

Germany says EU 'will not be blackmailed' as Turkey 
threatens to ditch refugee deal over visa-free travel 

Lizzie Dearden  2 agosto 

Erdogan blames ‘foreign powers’ for coup and says West is 
supporting terrorism 

Adam Withnall 
S. Osborne 

2 agosto 

This powerful series of tweets says all you need to know 
about the state of Turkey's democracy 

Natasha Bertrand  31 luglio 

'There is no rule of law in Turkey'- senior opposition journalist 
on Erdogan's media crackdown 

Alex Dymoke  30 luglio 

Turkish President Erdogan to drop charges against all 
accused of insulting him 

Alexandra Sims  29 luglio 

Turkey, once the great hope of the Middle East, is left weak 
and unstable 

Patrick Cockburn 29 luglio 

Turkey tourism industry experiences worst summer in 25 
years amid terrorism and coup 

Simon Calder  28 luglio 

Turkey Coup: Authorities investigate those claiming 
attempted takeover was a hoax 

Harry Cockburn 25 luglio 

Detainees beaten, tortured and raped after failed Turkey coup, 
Amnesty says 

Gareth Jones 25 luglio 

Turkey's President Erdogan uses emergency powers to close 
more than 2,000 Gulen-connected institutions 

Patrick Cockburn 23 luglio 

Erdogan will be stronger after the failed coup, but Turkey 
could be the loser 

Patrick Cockburn 22 luglio 

Turkey coup: President Erdogan texts 68 million people in 
fresh call for protests 

Caroline Mortimer 22 luglio 

Torture has returned to Turkey under Erdogan – and he can't 
just 'opt out' of his promises on human rights 

Ann Hannah 22 luglio 

'They looked at me as if I was a demon': Fear and uncertainty 
among Istanbul's citizens in wake of attempted coup 

Patrick Cockburn 21 luglio 

Turkey suspends European Convention on Human Rights in 
wake of attempted coup 

Adam Withnall 21 luglio 

President Erdogan's jet disguised itself as civilian aircraft to 
'vanish' from Turkey rebel jets' radar 

Samuel Osborne 21 luglio 

Turkey Coup: Erdogan declares three-month state of 
emergency 

Alexandra Sims 20 luglio 
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Turkey Coup: Erdogan bans all academics from leaving 
country as government crackdown intensifies 
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President Erdogan emails: What is in the Wikileaks release 
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Turkey government fears second military coup attempt as 
purge removes many army commanders 
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Turkey 'suspends 15,000 state education employees' after 
attempted coup 

Peter Yeung 19 luglio 

Turkey coup: Tensions between US and Erdogan 
administration rise after failed power grab 

Siobhan Fenton 17 luglio 

Turkey coup may have been staged by President Erdogan, 
says exiled cleric Fethullah Gulen 

Sally Guyoncourt  17 luglio 

Turkey coup: President Erdogan purges military insurgents 
after failed rebellion as thousands on streets in support 

Will Worley 
C. Stevenson  
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Fethullah Gulen: Who is the US-based cleric President 
Erdogan blames for the failed Turkey coup? 

Olivia Blair 16 luglio 

Erdogan has survived this coup – but his future is still 
uncertain 

H. Cockburn 16 luglio 

Turkey Coup: US would consider extraditing Fethullah Gulen 
after Erdogan points finger at cleric 
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Turkey coup: 2,700 judges removed from duty following failed 
overthrow attempt 

Harry Cockburn 16 luglio 

Turkey coup: Erdogan's paranoia seemed a deliberate 
political calculation, but it looks like he had a point 

Ishaan Tharoor 16 luglio 

What happened in Turkey? Everything we know about military 
coup attempt to overthrow Erdogan 

Adam Lusher 16 luglio 

Turkey coup: President Erdogan denounces 'treason' of 
attempt by military to take control of country 

Kim Sengupta 16 luglio 

Turkey coup: Citizens defy martial law curfew to take to the 
streets 

Will Worley  15 luglio 

Rif Aleppo: the decisive battlefield in the Syrian civil war Robert Fisk 12 luglio 

Thousands of rapists and sexual abusers in Turkey avoid jail 
time by marrying their victims 

Rachael pells 10 luglio 

Istanbul airport attack: 11 foreigners held over possible links 
to Isis 
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Why don't we stand with Turkey, like we did with Paris and 
Orlando?  

Matt Ayton 30 giugno 

Turkey questions international reaction to Istanbul airport 
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